
Burned again by bad tourists

“

”

To believe that the governor can rescue people out, regardless of 
circumstances, is wrong. There is no guarantee for that.

- Per Andreassen, police lieutenant
Svalbard governor's office

'Longyearbyen at its best:' Modern 
tragedies, triumphs part of traditional 
tributes during Syttende Mai celebration
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Weather summary
Cloudy and partly cloudy, with 
moderate winds and temperatures 
from 4C to 8C.

Full forecast page 3
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TORGEIR PRYTZ

So U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry visited Svalbard…what difference does it make now? Exactly one week – to the hour – after 
this newspaper was dealt an almost certainly 
fatal blow, it was resurrected.

Our demented editor (the fact he refers to 
himself in third-person plural should be 
sufficient proof of that), was at his usual table  
in Fruene (not so much lately, since 
"camping" isn't cool during peak tourist 
season) when Anne Lise Sandvik, who for 
years has been our pick for "Best Community 
Organizer" on the "Best of Svalbard" 

See VISIT, page 4

Visitors use, destroy grill at 
cabin; some owners wonder if 
security cameras are needed

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE

The grill area of a cabin owned by Torgeir Prytz 
lies damaged after being used by visitors.

Greenpeace 
get pianist to do 
awesome stunt
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Norwegian Foreign Minister Børge Brende and U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry, left, visit a glacier during a boat tour in Kongsfjorden on 
Thursday. At right, Norwegian Polar Institute Director Jan-Gunnar Winther explains a research project to Kerry inside the museum in Ny-Ålesund.

ARCTIC GUISE?

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

As long as a handful of tourists keep act-
ing like idiots, they're going to get called out 
for it here – and stigmatize the others.

The latest in a wave of unwanted and 
damaging visits to the cabins at Hiorthhamn 
across from Longyearbyen occurred earlier 

this month when Torgeir Prytz found his out-
door grill area in shambles.

"I do not know who and why, but it was 
distinctly unpleasant to come to the cabin in the 
afternoon to find the barbecue area outside our 
cabin both used and destroyed," he wrote in a 
post on a community Facebook page. "I would 
have liked to have had a talk with the person or 
people who did it, but it's definitely no joke; 
you do not understand that one should respect 
other people's property."

"So instead it is best to encourage all cabin 

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Even if he wasn’t one of the most traveled 
and heavily briefed persons in the world about 
international issues, he offered specific and 
extensive comments about the impacts of cli-
mate change in the Arctic before arriving. And 
the quotes to the press by both visitor and host 

were near carbon clones of those following 
visits by other world leaders.

So what of substance did come from U.S. 
Secretary of State John Kerry’s five-hour visit 
to the archipelago Thursday?

For starters, consider the following: of the 
roughly 3,400 words spoken during a joint 
media appearance by Kerry and Norwegian 

Prime Minister Erna Solberg in Oslo the day 
before his visit, about 200 focused on the 
archipelago and climate change – mostly stat-
ing the visit was happening. Another 280 were 
devoted to illegal fishing and overfishing, 
which are somewhat related since it was a top-
ic of substantiative discussion during the visit.

ARCTIC GUISE?



Briefly

Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Who's to blame and how 
to express your wrath
Editor
Mark Sabbatini

Principal of principles
Kristan Hutchison

Psychiatrist
Irene Gallion

Accomplice
Jeff Newsom

Mailing address
Icepeople
Vei 210 -2- 13
Longyearbyen, Svalbard
9170
Norway

Telephone
Norway: +47 41 51 46 38
U.S. +1 (970) 673-4472

E-mail
marksabbatini@yahoo.com

Web site
www.icepeople.net

Icepeople is published weekly (or thereabouts) 
on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
copies available free on a limited basis in 
Longyearbyen. Additional printed copies are 
available locally and by mail upon request. 
Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
and other reasons, but we will also make 
every reasonable effort to contact the author 
about any changes prior to publication.
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Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

Bless a certain reporter at TV2 for asking 
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry the ques-
tion we said was at the top of our list last 
week: Just how frickin' scary is it for us 
caught between Russia and the U.S. that 
Donald Trump might actually become presi-
dent of the latter this fall? Kerry, a presiden-
tial nominee himself back in 2004, characteris-
tically danced around the question at press con-
ference by declaring "I am not allowed by our 
laws to get in the middle of the race, and so I 
can’t answer that question directly." The ques-
tioner retorted by stating "but you’re in Norway 
now." Kerry, taking the laughter in stride, of-
fered his own rebuttal by noting "Yeah, well, 
I’m in Norway now, but I think there’s a little 
thing called TV over here. But I give you great, 
great high grades for trying." Still, he managed 
to eek out enough of a generic PC answer to 
satisfy: "What candidates say in an election is 
critical – any candidates, on either side, or from 
wherever they come politically and ideological-
ly. And nothing is more important to the world 
right now than American leadership. So I be-
lieve that the people of America need to weigh 
and will weigh very carefully who is going to 
keep our country safe, who is going to keep us 
on a direction of building relationships – not 

breaking them – and who is going to be able to 
connect to the values and the hopes and the as-
pirations of people around the world. Ameri-
cans, I’ve learned personally, are pretty darn 
good at making those judgments, and I’m con-
fident in the American people." Which seems 
to show a lot of faith, seeing as how only 36 
percent of "the people" can name all three 
branches of government…The annual barrage 
of travel stories about Svalbard always has 
plenty of howlers and one of the best this week 
is a USA Today article (at tinyurl.com/hkjo4lq) 
headlined "10 secret places you need to go be-
fore everyone else" (there's your first clue). 
Svalbard is second on the list, with the article 
touting the "unique scenery and wildlife — in-
cluding polar bears, reindeer, walruses and 
seals — and few tourists." Um, actually 
checked out those huge ships and our crowded 
streets these past couple of weeks? The best 
line: "Of course, with the threat of polar 
bears, carrying a firearm is recommended." 
Enquiring minds definitely want to know the 
source of that bit of wisdom…Speaking of in-
sanely great lines, we'll leave you this from a UK 
newspaper columnist regarding Thursday's 
Brexit vote: "Logos, pathos, and ethos have 
begotten bathos, which has left the outcome 
tighter than a scrotum on Svalbard."

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

Since 'longest day' isn't, here's a cool eclipse pic

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

Presenting…the first-ever streaming video in a 
newspaper: This may look like a snapshot, but 
it's actually a 15-minute "live from London" stage 
performance playing in real time on this page.

SYSSELMANNEN

PRIVATE

ANONYMOUS

THANAKRIT SANTIKUNAPORN
Photos from the total solar eclipse last March 20 are still winning contests so often it's tiring, but 
this is actually something we haven't seen yet. This sequence by Thailand's Thanakrit 
Santikunaporn showing the eclipse's progress every three minutes was named the winner in the  
Beauty category in Earth & Sky's annual "The Word at Night" photo contest earlier this month. 

is “Total Solar Eclipse from Svalbard” by from Thailand. He captured the 
eclipse phases every 3 minutes over frozen landscape of Svalbard, Norway 
on March 20, 2015. Credit and copyright: Thanakrit Santikunaporn.

The Mac Hack
We impishly dissect, gleefully crush and sadistically drown 
Macintoshes. But since not many people are willing to pay 
for that, we also repair, upgrade, disinfect Macs, and offer 

spare cables, batteries and other parts – cheap!
Got a truly dead machine? Let us have "fun" with it!

(Seriously, the parts can help others and keep our prices low.) 
Call Mark at 4151 4638 or e-mail marksabbatini@yahoo.com
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Cloudy. NE winds to 25 km/h. 
High 7C (4C wind chill), low 
5C (3C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Thursday
Cloudy. NE winds to 29 km/h. 
High 5C (2C wind chill), low 
4C (0C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

Saturday
Cloudy. NE winds to 22 km/h. 
High 7C (5C wind chill), low 
5C (2C wind chill).

24-hour daylight
Extended forecast: Sunday, cloudy, 8C (5C), 5C (2C), light 24:00h; Monday, cloudy, 7C (6C), 7C (4C), light 24:00h; Tuesday, p. 
cloudy, 7C (5C), 4C (1C), light 24:00h; Wednesday, p. cloudy, 6C (2C), 4C (1C), light 24:00h; 

Data provided by Storm.no

Friday
Cloudy. NE winds to 29 km/h. 
High 6C (3C wind chill), low 
4C (1C wind chill).

24-hour daylight

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Kulturhuset renovation cost 
doubles; gets OK anyhow

A planned renovation of Kulturhuset that 
would make it the main entrance to Longyear-
byen's main government offices and the new 
home of the library will cost twice its original-
ly projected cost, according to city leaders de-
bating the issue at a meeting last week. The 
project approved by the Longyearbyen Com-
munity Council last November earmarked 16 
million kroner for the project, but bids re-
ceived by the city have resulted in a projected 
price of 32 million kroner. Longyearbyen 
Mayor Arild Olsen said he is concerned about 
how much debt the city is taking on, especial-
ly since other large-scale projects including a 
new sports hall and town square are planned, 
but he and a majority of the council's Admin-
istration Committee voted to approved the 
higher-cost project. The full council will con-
sider the matter Tuesday night.

'Champaign glass' contest 
starts even if you can't see it 

So much snow fell on Operafjellet during 
the winter and spring that the famous "cham-
paign glass" has 
failed to emerge in 
the bowl at the top of 
the mountain, but en-
tries for this year's 
contest about when 
the "stem" will break 
are still due by July 1. The date will likely be 
later than last's year's "break" on July 16, July 
14 in 2014 and July 18 in 2013. An example 
of an outliner year was 2012, when the stem 
broke on Aug. 31. The first person to submit 
the correct date for this year's breakage will 
win a bottle of champaign. Entires should be 
sent to  christopher@svalbardposten.no..

Temporary cooking shelters 
get new look from governor

The Governor of Svalbard is evaluating if 
temporary cooking shelters previously denied 
to tour operators can be used in the future, in 
accordance with goals specified in the Norwe-
gian government's recently revised "white pa-
per" for the archipelago. Two tour operators 
applied for permission to deploy the shelters, 
but the impacts of them were questioned.

Female polar bear shot, cub 
euthanized by officials because 
it ‘has no chance of surviving' 

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

A female polar bear was shot last Monday 
by one of two trappers who just began a year’s 
stay at the Austfjordneset trappers’ cabin, with 
the bear’s cub subsequently euthanized by of-
ficials who said it had no chance of surviving, 
according to The Governor of Svalbard.

"The shot that killed the female bear was 
intended as a warning shot with a rubber 
bullet," Gov. Berit Sagfossen told Svalbard-
posten this week. " However, it was a shotgun 
cartridge that was fired, so the bear died."

The incident, including whether the shoot-
ing of the mother was justified, remains under 
investigation. Sagfossen said the intent is to 
complete the probe by the end of next week.

The mother was shot by either Gard 
Christophersen or Bård Blæsterdalen, who de-
parted for at the end of May after being select-
ed by the governor’s office to live and serve as 
caretakers at the historic cabin. The bear was 
wearing a earmark tag and her cub was newly 
born this year.

The governor’s office, in a press state-

ment, notes they “made a thorough assessment 
of the situation in consultation with the Norwe-
gian Polar Institute. Experts at the institute said 
that the cub had no chance of surviving without 
its mother.”

As a result, a decision was made to eutha-
nize the cub.

“This is terribly sad,” Gov. Kjerstin 
Askholt said in the press release. “We do ev-
erything we can to avoid putting bears to to 
death due to confrontations with people. Of 
course, it is especially bad when a young cub 
must be killed, but we saw no other option be-
cause it can not survive without its mother.”

The governor's office delayed its investiga-
tion for a week due to preparations for a visit 
last Thursday by U.S. Secretary of State, with 
Askholt declaring she would be the only person 
to speak about the incident and only a single 
handout photo of the female bear at the cabin 
would be pubically released.

Reaction by readers of news articles about 
the killing of the two bears was expectedly 
harsh toward both the trappers and officials.

“It is absolutely unacceptable to shoot a 
polar bear, especially with a cub, if it was not in 
the outermost self-defense,” wrote Cristina 
Paulin Casplin, owner of Cricco Photography.

SYSSELMANNEN
A female bear shot at the Austfjordneset trappers’ cabin June 13 awaits transport to Longyearbyen 
for an autopsy. The photo is the only image from the incident being released to the public.



U.S. Secretary of State discusses research with a scientist living in Ny-Ålesund, left, during a tour of the international research settlement Thursday. At 
right, Kerry and Norwegian Prime Minister Erna Solberg deliver statements and answer questions during a press conference Wednesday in Oslo.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Turning down the thermostat 
among the simplest, most useful 
tips at conservation conference

Worth 1,078 wordsWorth 1,078 words

See Nora's portfolio at www.nora.heime.net

Expressive and enigmatic photos of 
Svalbard by Nora Grøndal.

120 X 80 cm on aluminum or acrylic, with 
anti-contact wall fixtures - 3,200 kroner

Small floating table/shelf images - 350 kroner

Arts&Crafts Center at Galleri Svalbard.
Open 11-17 daily      95 10 49 45 

• Editing and Writing (English)
• Web Development and Management
• Web Marketing
• Tech Support
• Office, Kitchen and Warehouse Assistance
• Business Consulting
• Any Other Staffing Needs (1 hour minimum)

Need 
help?

www.travinkeith.com
Travin Keith

No contract required • Invoices available 

+47 9836 5700

U.S. STATE DEPARTMENT

VISIT, from page 1

'More than a courtesy call'
“Kerry is very interested in preserving 

global wild fish species and he also wants to be 
informed about the positive results it provides 
to listen to scientific advice when it comes to 
fisheries,” said Norwegian Foreign Minister 
Børge Brende, who visited Svalbard with 
Kerry, in a separate media appearance. “We 
know that there are almost no cod left on the 
Canadian side of the Atlantic, due to strong 
overfishing for years. Norway has, however, 
managed to preserve stocks in the Barents Sea, 
precisely because politicians have listened to 
professional advice.”

The rest of the remarks in Oslo were domi-
nated by security issues, many of them involv-
ing Russia. Which may, for better or worse, 
also be where the most consequential results 
are seen for Svalbard as well as the rest of the 
world concerned about the fate of the Arctic 
and the countries playing key roles. The U.S., 
along with many European Union and NATO 

countries have expressed concern Norway is 
woefully unprepared for aggressive action by 
Russia and, while Solberg repeatedly empha-
sized she plans to bolster military spending sig-
nificantly, she said other Western nations also 
need to increase their support.

But the U.S. Congress now led by the Re-
publican Party – which is expected to retain its 
hold on at least one of the two legislative bod-
ies after this fall’s election – has been leery of 
supporting anything related to climate change 
and science, and may be similarly reluctant to 
ramp of signs of support for Norway in the 
Arctic turf war.

“Rather than acting like a big brother at a 
time when the Russians are seen as playing 
games in Svalbard, it makes more sense that the 
Americans will emphasize areas of Arctic co-
operation on things like maritime security, 
coast guard services or development,” Svein 
Vigeland Rottem, a senior research fellow with 
Fridtjof Nansens Institutt in Olso, told The Arc-

tic Journal.
The U.S. is already involved in numerous 

conflicts, some involving Russia, “But the Arc-
tic isn’t one of them and Washington is inter-
ested in keeping it that way,” Rottem added.

“You can say this is more than a courtesy 
call since both sides want to show that they are 
on the same page when it comes to things like 
climate and economic development,” he said, 
referring to Kerry’s two-day to Norway. “But 
we’re not going to see Washington making as 
big a deal out of this as Oslo.”

As for the visit itself, Kerry and the rest of 
the entourage landed at Svalbard Airport at 
about 9 a.m. and departed for Ny-Ålesund 
about five minutes later. The delegation dis-
cussed projects with researchers in the settle-
ment's museum, took a boat tour of Kongsfjor-
den and had a lunch discussion in the Amund-
sen villa.

 lunch to Kings Bay AS, the company re-
sponsible management of the research settle-
ment, described the entourage’s visit in a brief 
statement at its website afterward.

public remarks considerably deeper sub-
stance defense issues in Oslo

 "I'd probably give violent extremism — 
have to say one of — the defining threat[s] of a 
generation." He also said, "Besides the fight 
against extremism is to deal with the enormous 
battle of climate change." In the past, Kerry has 
likened climate change as the most serious 
threat facing mankind, and the “largest weapon 
of mass destruction.”

U.S. EMBASSY IN OSLO
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New Svalbardposten Editor Hilde Kristin Røsvik familiar with many languages by many definitions

Multi-multi lingual

See RØSVIK, page 6

New Svalbardposten Editor Hilde Kristin Røsvik has a "publicity shot" of her taken by Line Nagell Ylvisåker, the weekly newspaper's senior reporter.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

It's daunting enough to be a new newspa-
per editor sitting down on the first day and 
facing the task of getting out the next issue. 
Hilde Kristin Røsvik found herself facing the 
necessity of publishing two during the same 
week.

Røsvik spent the past year speaking a lot 
of languages – professionally and personally –
before becoming the new editor of Svalbard-
posten on June 1. But she said a short detour 
working as a communications advisor and a 
longer one globetrotting with her son didn't 
blunt the high-speed edge she's honed during 
15 years as a news editor.

"I felt as fast as I got in the chair again I 
was in the news business," said Røsvik, who 
celebrated her 53th birthday 11 days after be-
ginning her new job, in an interview the day 
after she finished those first two issues.

Still, "it has been long days, I must 
admit."

Røsvik succeeds Eirik Palm, who depart-
ed at the end of May after two-and-a-half 
years at the paper, and two reporters who 
served as temporary editors.

But while the work and pace are familiar, 
not all of the language is. One of the articles 
she wrote during her first week, for example, 
was about the new strosse (stope) for tourists 
inside Mine 3, which meant quickly learning 
some new industrial terminology she'll need to 
quickly become familiar with. 

"I just said 'I'm completely new,'" she 

said, describing her discussion with those host-
ing the visit. "They were very nice and ex-
plained things to me."

Then there was the "other" type of lan-
guage issue as one of the two publications due 
her first week was the annual English-language 
Top of the World magazine aimed at tourists. 

Although much of the work was finished before 
her arrival, it still meant an intense dose of dou-
ble last-minute editing in two different lan-
guages.

But Røsvik, who speaks Chinese, English, 
German and French – and hopes to learn Russian 

The June 10 issue of Svalbardposten, left, is the first published under new Editor Hilde Kristin Røsvik. 
At right, the third annual Top of the World tourist magazine was also completed during her first week.

SVALBARDPOSTEN
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

icepeople
is now the first newspaper in Europe to be accepted as a 
full member of the Association of Alternative Newsmedia. 
That means a whole new global audience will be looking to 
Svalbard – and what it might have to offer those who visit. 
Tell them what you have with our extremely affordable print 
and website advertising, designed either by you or by us. 
Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com or 4151 4638 for details.

is an invaluable experience at the lowest 
prices in Longyearbyen! Both our guests and 
staff are serious lovers of the Arctic from a 
wide range of backgrounds and nationalities 
who come together as a community in what 
used to be the "millionaires' mansion" for the 
most experienced miners. Get expedition tips 
from people well-familiar with the terrain 
during our free communal breakfast, step 
outside and put your skis on in the shadow of 
a glacier, and share your adventures at the 
end of the day in our comfortable lounges 
and self-catering kitchen. Then sleep 
comfortably in our single, double and four-
bed rooms before the next day's adventure.

+47 79 02 57 16 • +47 900 303 21
www.gjestehuset102.no

See ATTACKER, page 7

New editor knows lots of languages
RØSVIK, from page 5

New Svalbardposten Editor Hilde Kristin Røsvik began her job June 1 after a globetrotting stint whose many stops included taking the Trans-Siberian 
Railway with her son from Moscow to Beijing (left and center), and performing her impression of Ronia, the Robber's Daughter in Fjällbacka, Sweden.

EIRIK RØSVIK

while she's here – said she wasn't daunted by 
the scope of the challenge.

"Nothing has been hard," she said. "I don't 
see things are a big problem. I just work my 
way through."

And while Røsvik, like many previous edi-
tors, assert "Svalbard is more unique than any 
newspaper on the mainland," some of that goes 
beyond the articles and issues that can only be 
found in the world's northernmost town. 

"It's really strange for me to think the dead-
line is Wednesday and it comes out on Friday," 
she said. "So what happens when something 
happens Thursday?"

The answer, of course, is the internet – an 
increasingly tricky prospect as the circulation 
of print editions continues to decline industry-
wide and many readers are reluctant to embrace 
paywalls. Paywalls have existed under the past 
two Svalbardposten editors, each with a some-
what different policy, and Røsvik said her hope 

is to offer short amounts of content free online, 
and full versions to print and electronic sub-
scribers.

"I haven't yet decided how to solve this," 
she added, noting she plans to learn the full 
scope of the job before setting specific policy 
goals for her time as editor.

The writing part and editing part came nat-
urally enough during her first week. She said 
her favorite article in her debut issue was the 
cover story about kindergarten students from 
Longyearbyen visiting their peers in Barents-
burg, where they spent the day participating in 
activities such as playing and singing together.

"They communicated, they had an under-
standing without speaking the same language," 
she said.

But Røsvik said she expected her second 
week to be all about business.

"I have to catch up on the budget and meet-
ing with the board," she said.

That side of the news business is hardly 

unfamiliar to her either. She was the editor of 
the Giske newspaper Øy-Blikk from 2000 to 
2012, then worked as the news editor for NRK 
in Møre and Romsdal from 2012 to mid-2015. 
She then worked briefly in communications for 
I&M Kommunikasjon, and spent the past sum-
mer and fall traveling the Trans-Siberian Rail-
way from Moscow to Beijing with her son 
Eirik.

Røsvik said it will probably take at least 
until the end of the summer to learn all aspects 
of her new job but she already has one early 
thought about the article she would most like to 
write.

"I would really like to come out and visit 
those who are overwintering," she said. "I 
would be nice to visit them if they were 
willing."

"I am probably not aware of all the possi-
bilities."
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'We want to adopt you': Two hours of hell 
and angels evacuating my home. 

Page 9

Visitors examine Olaf Christopher Jenssen's exhibition "The Expedition," consisting of 25 aluminum plates in a table-like structure in the center of the 
room and a collection of watercolor paintings depicting the territory around Longyearbyen, during its debut June 12 at Kunsthall Svalbard.

FILIPA RAMOS

See PERMACULTURE, page 6

Imitation art work
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Yes, it's a shinier version of what we al-
ready have, but it's rather misleading the givers 
of the gift keep insisting it's a new, first-time 
thing.

"Norwegian government launches art foun-
dation and residency on Svalbard," is typical of 
the barrage of global headlines during the past 
couple of weeks, after the government an-
nounced June 12 it is providing two million 
kroner annually for a residency program sup-
porting three to five artists per year. The an-
nouncement coincided with an exhibition by 
the museum's first resident artist and a confer-
ence of international artists focusing on the 
Arctic.

"The establishment of an art residence and 
workspace is an investment in art which will 
put Svalbard and Norway on the international 
art map," said Norwegian Minister of Culture  
Linda Hofstad Helleland, who visited the small 
Kunsthall Svalbard space inside Svalbard Mu-
seum for the exhibit's debut. "Artists from all 
over the world can come here for a time to live, 
be inspired and create art. The project will ben-
efit regional and international artistic dialogue. 
It forms part of our proactive High North policy 
and is a direct outcome of the white paper on 
the future of Svalbard published in May."

But while the support for more artist 

projects was appreciated by many locals, plenty 
were also peeved the government and others 
backing the project is claiming credit for estab-
lishing something that has already existed in 
Longyearbyen for many years.

A one-million-kroner renovation that in-
cluded three residency spaces on the upper 
floor of the building now housing Galleri Sval-
bard occurred during the early 1990s, according 
to Turid Telebond, a long-time resident who 
helped initiate the project on behalf of the Sval-
bard Business Association. 

"We also got a separate item for scholar-
ships for artists from the mainland (travel 
grant) in the state budget, so that they could 
come to Longyearbyen and use the artist flats," 
she wrote in a post on a Longyearbyen commu-
nity Facebook page. "We also had a gentle 
hope that mainland artists and local players 
could enjoy and benefit from each other. Artist 
accommodation is therefore a measure that was 
implemented some 20 years ago."

A small woodwork graces the seatback of a participant in an "Edge of the World" artists' conference 
in Longyearbyen that overlapped the June 12 debut of a residency project at Kunsthall Svalbard.

FILIPA RAMOS

Government's touting ''debut' of 
artists' residency program in 
Longyearbyen overlooks original

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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Reopening mines 

How to "pay" 
where 
Icepeople is 
available.

How to "pay" 
electronically at 

icepeople.net 

And, in fairness, some 'good guys': About 30 German cruise tourists pose with bags of trash collected from the riverbed passing through the center of 
Longyearbyen while returning from a trip to Sarkofagen. Cleanups during cruises are becoming a common activity, including pickups during shore stops.

STEFANO POZZI

INTRUDERS, from page 1

Unwanted cabin visits go unreported

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

How to "pay" 
where 
Icepeople is 
available.

How to "pay" 
electronically at 

icepeople.net 

So many words...
So few that beg for money

It costs 15 kroner to print each copy of this fishwrapper, and of course our 
free maps and paywall-free website help keep up our perfect record of 
never making a profit out of this thing. If you value it, help keep it wriggling.

owners to make sure the doors and windows are 
locked so you do not get unwanted visitors. In 
addition, we have while on Hiorthhamn ob-
served that moorings are frequently used by in-
truders (both private and guide companies). In 
such instances they should treat it as a straight-
forward matter and ask permission first since 
there are mobile numbers in large type on some 
moorings. And finally, it is necessary to know 

whether all cabin doors Hiorthhamn are locked 
or not."

The immediate reaction was to question if 
security cameras are necessary. Per-Marius 
Teigen, in response, posted a link to a small 
180-degree wi-fi camera and suggested "con-
sider one or two like that on the cabin."

"Saw strangers on the stairs at the neigh-
boring cabin today," he added. "Looked like 
they were only at the cabin to escape the rainy 

weather, but that was still people present on the 
steps on the cabin."

Most in the discussion agreed the problem 
is growing increasingly worse, but may be go-
ing unnoticed among many residents and offi-
cials because the incidents aren't showing up in 
official crime statistics – suggesting cabin own-
ers aren't reporting them.  escape the Værste rain but those va en still on the 

stairs at a cabin there were people present.



"Your source for exposures of the exposed"

Pianist performs yet another
'coolest concert' contender

Greenpeace, in its latest "Save the Arctic" 
stunt in Svalbard, rigged one of the more elab-
orate sound stages for Italian pianist Ludovico 
Einaudi, who performed his original composi-
tion "Elegy for the Arctic" on a floating plat-
form near Wahlenbergbreen on Monday. The 
performance was part of a cruise in the 
archipelago by Greenpeace's Arctic Sunrise 
that is carrying numerous artists and others 
participating in the awareness campaign. "Be-
ing here has been a great experience,” Einaudi 
said. "I could see the purity and fragility of this 
area with my own eyes and interpret a song I 
wrote to be played upon the best stage in the 
world. It is important that we understand the 
importance of the Arctic, stop the process of 
destruction and protect it." A video of the per-
formance is available at tinyurl.com/hnafrfo.

– Business Insider

Women from Cypress hopes 
to be first to reach both poles

Stephanie Solomonides, 33, is about to go 
bi-polar…on purpose. And while it has some-
thing to do with her mental state, it's only in 
the sense she hoping to become to first Cypress 
national to ski to both the North and South 

Poles by reaching the top of the world next 
spring. She reached the South Pole with an in-
ternational seven women team in 2009, which 
set the stage for a follow-up. "It was an unbe-
lievable experience, so self-affirming and so far 
out of my comfort zone that in an odd sort of 
way I wanted to do again," she said. "I’m a hot 
weather girl at heart, Mediterranean born and 
bred, and I love the beaches and the sun. But 
there’s something about witnessing that beauty 
of the wilderness first hand…I think it’s the 
peace that pulls me, that pristine environment, 
the purity of the polar experience." She is 
scheduled to be part of 13-woman team that 
will attempt to ski to the North Pole next 
spring. (For those in the know, an interesting 
line in the article: "they’ll be gathering in Sval-
bard before flying to the floating base camp lo-
cated on the Arctic ice at Barneo." Russia, of 
course, said they were abandoning Svalbard as 
a support base, but few believed they could pull 
it off.)

– Cypress Mail

Indian researchers begin 41 
days of Ny-Ålesund projects

From metering the precipitation in the Arc-
tic region to drawing up a baseline data on mi-
crobial biodiversity in Kongsfjorden sediments 
and carrying out a biochemical evaluation and 
biomarker characterization of Arctic fjord sedi-
ments, Indian researchers are into a series of 

scientific investigations in the icy terrains of 
Arctic. Working from Himadri, country’s Arc-
tic research station in Ny-Ålesund, the summer 
expedition which began on June 13 will last for 
41 days. Among the projects is measuring the 
variability of precipitation over the Arctic using 
Micro Rain Radar. The temperature and humid-
ity profiles of the region will be created using a 
microwave radiometer profiler. They hope to 
“fill the gaps in the observational data on Arctic 
clouds, especially during the dark winter 
season, by recording measurements using a 
ceilometer to measure the vertical profiles of 
multiple cloud layers,” according to a research 
document. The long-term monitoring of Kongs-
fjorden system of Arctic region for climate 
change studies has also been the mandate of the 
Centre during the current assignment.

– The Hindu

Two former lion hunters to 
share tips with local guides 

Two former African lion hunters who now 
protect the species are visiting Svalbard next 
week to share their experiences with the 
archipelago's polar bear guards. "We are mak-
ing major changes in culture and our way of 
life to cherish predators," said Tubula Ole 
Nabaala, who refers to himself as "Derreck" in 
English. "We live with them now. Not against 
them. But we can be even better, learn more." 

TUESDAY

MONDAY
SUNDAY
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See DAILY, page 10

SATURDAY

Italian composer and pianist Ludovico Einaudi performs his original "Elegy for the Arctic" on a floating platform near a glacier in Svalbard on Monday.
GREENPEACE



He and Rokoi Olkumumare are members of 
Masai, a semi-nomadic tribe in southern Kenya 
and northern Tanzania. By tradition, they had 
to kill a lion with a spear as boys to become 
men. And while certain traditions still hold 
true, such as striving never to wear Western 
clothing, changes in the wildlife population – 

and increasing numbers of tourists – are forcing 
them to adapt to protect that traditional pres-
ence in their lives as well. They are now work-
ing as guides for Basecamp's Maasai Mara fa-
cility and they are visiting Basecamp's guides 
in Svalbard to share their experiences regarding 
conservation and wildlife management – and to 
see snow. "We are affected differently, but both 

wildlife and tourism are undergoing major 
changes," Nabaala said. "An altered rainfall 
patterns in East Africa means that it is virtually 
impossible to say when the great animal migra-
tion from Serengeti in Tanzania happens. Nor-
mally the animals should come to Masai Mara 
in July. This year they came in June."

- Aftenposten
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Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

www.visitsvalbard.com • +47 79 02 55 50 • info@visitsvalbard.com

FRIDAY

Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

Rules, safety tips, history, fun 
facts, maps, online movies and 

details about major events

A comprehensive calendar of 
tours and activities that's 

updated daily

A subscriber newsletter with all 
media coverage of Svalbard 

during the past week 

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

DAILY, from page 9
THURSDAY

A lion at Basecamp Explorer's Maasai Mara in Kenya, is among those by being protected by guides Tubula Ole Nabaala and Rokoi Olkumumare, At 
right, the guides don survival suits during a visit to Svalbard, where they met with local Basecamp polar bear guides to discuss common experiences.

BASECAMP EXPLORER
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icepeople
is seeking an editorial intern

Contact Mark Sabbatini at 4151 4638 or 
marksabbatini@yahoo.com if interested.

The world's coolest alternative newspaper has 
managed to go from dead to undead during the 
past few weeks, as our editor and lone reporter 
has officially been certified as a zombie. And with 
this fishwrapper expanding from four pages at the 
beginning of last year to 12 pages – and maybe 
more – this year, it's haunting to think what he 
might turn into if he continues to do it all himself.

Requirements (hard to believe, but we really are 
hardcore "old-school" journalism disciples):
• Basic news writing and photography skills.
• An ability to appear sober while doing interviews.
What you get:
• Nothing (at least in terms of money, but that 
could change if we start turning a profit).
• A bunch of clips and photos that will definitely 
get you noticed when you apply for jobs.
• Expert (seriously) guidance in the ways of the 
trade from our maniacal editor, who's been doing 
this for real all over the world for 30 years.
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Research-based education of 
the next generation of Arctic experts

The University Centre in Svalbard
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June 21
7 p.m.: Longyearbyen Community 
Council meeting. Næringsbygget 3, 
Newtontoppen room.
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
June 22
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
6 p.m.: Movie: "Now You See Me – The 
Second Act," U.S. action/comedy, ages 9 
and up. Kulturhuset.
June 24
5 p.m.-9 a.m. (June 25): Overnight LAN 
gaming party for youths. Kulturhuset.
June 25
5:30 p.m.: Midsummer party, featuring 
cookout, music and bonfire (to be lit at 6 
p.m.). Next to the beachside pallet 
lounge at Sjøområdet.
June 26
11 a.m.: Mass by summer priest Gitte 
Bergstuen. Svalbard Church.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Money Monster," U.S. 
drama/thriller, ages 15 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
June 28
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.
June 29
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
July 3
11 a.m.: Mass by summer priest Gitte 
Bergstuen. Svalbard Church.
July 6
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
July 10
11 a.m.: Mass by summer priest Gitte 
Bergstuen. Svalbard Church.
July 13
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Norway: Try to be carbon neutral by '30
● Sweden: 100% renewable energy by '40
● Greenland's temps, tourism hopes soar
● Hunting for dinosaurs in Antarctica

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

What's up

Top-notch Lotto
A sign at the entrance of Svalbarbutikken congratulates the anonymous grand prize winner of 
Saturday's Lotto, a Trondheim man who bought the ticket worth 13.58 million kroner at the store.

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

An unidentified Trondheim man won 
13,581,485 kroner with a Lotto ticket 
purchased June 11 at Svalbardbutikken, 
according to Norsk Tipping.

The man thought he was getting a 
“nonsense” call when inform about the prize, 
although he was eventually persuaded 
otherwise, according to a press release from the 
lottery organization.

“How much was it you said?" the man 
asked, according to the release. “Exactly, yeah? 
Now I need to call the wife.”

The prize far exceeds the previous record 
of 1.093 million kroner in 2005 for a local 
ticket sold at Svalbardbutikken. Karen Mella, 
the store’s manager, told Svalbardposten she 
was told about the new record ticket June 13.

“That was a blast,” she said. “They will 
treat us to a large cake on Friday (June 17), so 
we’ll celebrate properly here.”

The winner was the only person to pick all 
eight numbers.

 Twenty people won 95,835 
kroner apiece for picking six of 
seven regular numbers plus the 
winning powerball number, 368 
won 5,455 kroner for picking six 
numbers, 17,284 kroner for five 
numbers and 258,788 won 50 
kroner for four numbers.

Lottery ticket worth 13.5M kr. 
sold at Svalbardbutikken; tops 
previous record by nearly 12M

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.


